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Abstract Oxygen of ionospheric origin is a ubiquitous particle species in magnetospheric dynamics.
We investigate how an oxygen population influences magnetic reconnection and how it is energized, using
particle-in-cell simulations. The oxygen population is inserted initially in the inflow region, at two equal
distances above and below the current sheet, and as time evolves it is captured by the reconnection process.
Three simulations with different initial oxygen temperature are investigated. As the oxygen gets involved,
layers of high-oxygen density forms in a region bounded by the Hall electric field. These density striations
consist of a quasi-steady horizontal layer and a dynamic, inclined, wavefront-like layer. The acceleration of
the oxygen population is dominated by electric forces, as the oxygen remains approximately demagnetized
for the relevant timescales of the simulation. We describe two mechanisms of oxygen acceleration that lead
to these two different structures.

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection, or merging, describes the process facilitating the release of stored electromagnetic
energy into mechanical (kinetic and thermal) energy. The process allows plasma to flow across boundaries
separating topologically different classes of magnetic fields (separatrices) by means of a localized violation of
the ideal frozen-in condition (Vasyliunas, 1975). Magnetic reconnection plays a crucial role in energy transfer
at Earth’s dayside magnetopause and in the magnetotail, as well as in solar flares and coronal heating on the
Sun (Yamada et al., 2010).

Magnetic reconnection relies on the presence of a dissipation mechanism in a localized region called the
diffusion region. The electron diffusion region (EDR) is a region of size c∕𝜔pe in which the electrons are not
magnetized. The EDR is embedded in the ion diffusion region of size c∕𝜔pi , which defines the region where
the ions are not magnetized. Inside the EDR, dissipative processes generate electric fields, which lead to the
decoupling between the plasma and the magnetic field, a requirement for changing the topological configu-
ration. Understanding the physics in the EDR has traditionally attracted a lot of attention (e.g., Cai et al., 1994;
Cai & Lee, 1997; Divin et al., 2010; Fujimoto & Sydora, 2009; Hesse et al., 1999; Lyons & Pridmore-Brown, 1990;
Speiser, 1970; Vasyliunas, 1975) but is not the focus of this study.

In addition to protons and electrons, many plasma systems also include heavier species (e.g., André & Cully,
2012). Multispecies plasma in the magnetosphere has been observed by numerous authors using polar orbit-
ing spacecrafts (see Yao & André, 1997, for a review), IMP-7 (Frank et al., 1977), Geotail (e.g., Cohen et al., 1998;
Kasahara et al., 2008; Wilken et al., 1995; Zong et al., 1998), Cluster (e.g., Kistler & Mouikis, 2016), and Mag-
netospheric Multiscale (MMS; e.g., Toledo-Redondo et al., 2016). Of particular interest for magnetospheric
dynamics is O+ of ionospheric origin. In situ observations have shown that the O+ content of the ring current
increases during geomagnetic storms (e.g., Grande et al., 2003; Moore et al., 2001) . This suggests that oxy-
gen is captured by magnetotail reconnection and accelerated earthward. Spacecraft observation shows that
the density of oxygen in the plasma sheet can be the dominating ion species during storm time conditions
(André & Cully, 2012; Kistler et al., 2005, 2006; Kistler & Mouikis, 2016; Mouikis et al., 2010). The source of the
magnetotail oxygen is outflow from the high-latitude ionosphere, and higher geomagnetic activity increases
the outflow rate (Baker et al., 1982). This suggests that the ionosphere can be a significant source of mag-
netospheric plasma, especially during storm time conditions, and that participation of mixed populations in
reconnection is the common state, rather than the exception. Magnetic reconnection involves the energy
conversion of the total mass, momentum, magetic flux, and energy transport. Understanding how heavier
species can influence the reconnection process is important to understand the complete dynamics.
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Heavy ions like O+ has larger Larmor radii than H+ ions at the same velocities. This leads to a different kinetic
behavior and additional scale lengths in the system (Divin et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2014, 2015; Shay & Swisdak,
2004; Toledo-Redondo et al., 2015, 2016). The presence of heavy ions can, if magnetized, mass load the sys-
tem, and the resulting reduction of the Alfven velocity is believed to be a mechanism that can slow down or
even make reconnection stop (Hesse & Birn, 2004; Karimabadi et al., 2011; Liang et al., 2016; Markidis et al.,
2011; Shay & Swisdak, 2004). Using Cluster measurements, Lindstedt et al. (2010) observed O+ energization by
strong localized electric fields at the boundary between the lobe and cusp. These electric fields were related
to a reconnection separatrix region and the Hall electric field. The authors argued that this was a source of keV
O+ ions in the magnetosphere. Wang et al. (2014) studied magnetopause reconnection in the presence of hot
magnetospheric O+ observed by Cluster. The authors analyzed the velocity distribution functions for O+ and
H+ separately and showed that the O+ are picked up and follow the reconnection outflow. The authors also
showed that the velocity of the picked-up oxygen depends on location at which they enter the exhaust. Using
multifluid simulations, Winglee and Harnett (2011) found that oxygen can play a crucial role for the devel-
opment of substorms, as oxygen-enriched lobe field lines convect toward the plasma sheet and reconnect.
Liang et al. (2017) showed in a recent paper that oxygen can cross directly from the lobes to downstream of
the dipolarization fronts through acceleration by the Hall electric field.

In this study we use a 2.5-D fully kinetic particle-in-cell three-species simulation to study how the oxygen
is captured from the lobes by the reconnection process. We show that structured density layers form as the
particles are trapped in a potential well created by the Hall electric field. We also show the existence of a
density wave, formed as the Hall electric field expands into the lobe region where the oxygen population
exists. We describe the motion of the particles constituting the trapped population and the particle motions
forming the oxygen wave. We present distribution functions that can be used to compare our findings with
observation from the MMS spacecraft.

2. Simulation Setup

Our simulation is designed to mimic the magnetotail conditions during enhanced geomagnetic activity. Dur-
ing such conditions, ionospheric outflow from high latitudes enriches the magnetospheric lobes with cold
oxygen. Ions originating from the ionosphere are expected to be cold, where observations range from 100
eV (Wygant et al., 2005) up to 260 eV (Seki et al., 1998). In comparison, plasma sheet protons typically have
temperatures of a several kiloelectron volts.

We employ a 2.5-D (two spatial components and three fields and velocity coordinates) particle-in-cell sim-
ulation, which has previously been applied to a variety of reconnection problems (e.g., Hesse et al., 2001).
The initial magnetic field configuration is a two-dimensional generalized Harris-type equilibrium (see Hesse
& Birn, 2004, for details) with zero guide field. The initial magnetic field is defined as Bx = B0 tanh(z∕𝜆), where
𝜆 = 2di is the half width of the layer.

A uniformly distributed proton (H+) background of nb = 0.2 is added to the Harris-sheet density distribution.
In addition to the uniform H+ population, an oxygen population with number density nO = 0.1 is added to the
inflow region (lobes). The oxygen is inserted outside of the current sheet at |z|> 2.5di , henceforth referred to as
the initial oxygen boundary. The oxygen population has initially zero bulk and thermal velocity. Thus, initially,
the central current sheet consists of protons only, which represent an important difference to other studies
where the oxygen population is inserted as a uniform background. All calculations use a proton/electron mass
ratio of mp∕me = 25 and oxygen/ion mass ratio of mo∕mp = 16. A total of 1.5 × 108 macroparticles are
employed, divided such that ne = nH + nO is fulfilled. Boundary conditions are periodic at x = 0 and x = xmax .
We employ specular reflection for particles at the upper and lower boundaries, and the out-of-plane electric
field is set to zero, implying flux conservation in the simulation domain.

Lengths are normalized to the proton inertial length: di = c∕𝜔pi (= c
√

mi

4𝜋ni e2 ). Time is normalized to inverse of

the proton cyclotron period: Ω−1
i (= cmi

eB
). Our simulation domain size is 200×50di, and the grid size is 3, 200×

1, 600. A time step of 𝜔e𝛿t = 1 is employed. The velocity normalization is the proton Alfven speed, based on
the foreground current sheet density n0, and the electrostatic potential is consequently measured in units of
Φ0 = VAB0c∕𝜔pi, where B0 is the magnetic field unit. The foreground temperatures fulfill Ti + Te = 0.5 and
proton/electron temperature Ti∕Te = 5. The ratio between the electron plasma frequency and gyrofrequency
is 𝜔pe∕Ωce = 2. In addition to this baseline run, two runs with finite oxygen temperature are explored. The
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Figure 1. Left axis shows the reconnection rate as function of time. Rate of reconnected flux is defined as
d
dt
Φrec = d

dt
∫ B⃗ ⋅ n⃗da

(
= ∫ Ezdz

)
. The reconnection rate is normalized to the foreground current sheet density. The right

axis shows the amount of reconnected flux.

simulation setups are similar, with the only difference being the initial temperature. A comparison between
the runs is discussed in section 6.

We study how oxygen is captured by the reconnection process, starting from a current sheet consisting of
hydrogen plasma only, and oxygen initially at rest outside our defined oxygen boundary. Magnetic recon-
nection initiates without the involvement of oxygen, and as time progress, the oxygen participate in the
reconnection processes.

3. Formation of Oxygen Density Striations

In Figure 2 we show the evolution of the oxygen density and the magnetic field at four different times. t = 4
represents the configuration close to the start of the run, where the oxygen is present in the inflow region only.
In Figure 1 we show the evolution of the reconnected magnetic flux and the reconnection rate. The fast phase
of reconnection begins around t = 48, reaching its peak rate at t = 80. After this the rate drops gradually
due to reduced magnetic flux in the inflow region along with a smaller contribution from the back pressure
generated by the magnetic island.

At t = 72 we start to observe structures forming in the oxygen density in the inflow region (Figure 2). Oxy-
gen is still not involved in the reconnection process directly. At t = 100, oxygen has become involved, and
horizontal layers of increased density have formed above and below the X-line. Inclined layers of increased
density have formed to the left and right of the reconnection region. These structures are propagating away
from the reconnection region as seen at t = 120. Also note the regions of almost zero oxygen density behind
the propagating tilted layers.

There is a significant difference in how the striations form close to the X-line and how they form, evolve, and
grow in the outflow region. The horizontal density layers are a consequence of quasi-steady flow of oxygen
into the reconnection region from the inflow region (preacceleration). The inclined layers produce what we
call an oxygen density wave, which forms as a consequence of the localized Hall Ez field growing and expanding
into regions where the oxygen is at rest. We will now discuss the mechanism of these two processes separately.

3.1. Preaccelerated Oxygen Population
We first discuss the oxygen population that is preaccelerated in the inflow region. The term preaccelerated is
used here to describe the relatively slow z-directed oxygen velocity in the inflow region. This flow arises as
the reconnection process initiates flux transport in the inflow region directed toward the X-point. The agile
electrons move with the field, while the O+ cannot keep up. An ambi-polar (charge-separation) field acceler-
ates the oxygen to preserve charge quasi-neutrality. Eventually, the initial H+ plasma in the plasma sheet is
ejected, and fresh multispecies (O+ and H+) lobe flux replenishes the plasma sheet (Karimabadi et al., 2011;
Liang et al., 2016).
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Figure 2. Oxygen density as foreground and magnetic field as background at four different stages of the evolution; see
text for details.

In Figure 3 we show four different particle trajectories, originating from two different locations (white circles).
The top panels show the oxygen density, and the bottom panels show the electric field Ez . All panels have
particle trajectories overlaid, where the colors represent the in-plane (x − z) particle velocity. The particle
trajectories are calculated by first extracting velocity distribution functions from the region highlighted by the
white circles at time t = 108. From the distributions we extract the representative velocities and trace oxygen
test particles forward and backward in time in the dynamically changing fields. The distribution functions will
be discussed in section 4.1
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Figure 3. Oxygen density and Hall electric field with four particle trajectories. Panels (a) and (c) show the trajectory of
two particles passing through the density striation. Panels (b) and (d) show two particles passing through the center,
where both are trapped. See text for details.

All the particles in Figure 3 are coming in from the inflow region with a small velocity. The color-coded particle
trajectories show that the particles have a minimum velocity as they are reflected and therefore spend a longer
time at that region, contributing to the density striation layer. The time between the start of the trajectory
and the white circle, and from the white circle to the end, represents 100 Ω−1

i each. In panels (a) and (c) the
particle ensemble consists of one population passing straight through the northern density striation and one
population that gets reflected. Panels (b) and (d) show two particle populations passing through the current
sheet. The particle with the smallest vx represents a particle accelerated directly from the southern inflow
region, while the second particle has been reflected once. For oxygen with higher temperature the striation
layer is more smeared out owing to their thermal velocity; see section 5.

As the particles reach the Hall Ez field, they experience direct ballistic acceleration across the associated poten-
tial drop (see Figure 3). The magnitude of the potential drop is such that an oxygen with mass mo accelerated
through the potential drop will increase its kinetic energy by Φ0 = 1∕2mov2

o , where Φ0 is the integral of Ez

(which is the gradient of a potential in good approximation). To estimate the maximum velocity along x = 110,
we integrate Ez from z = −1.73 to z = 0. This gives us a potential Φ ≈ 27, which estimates the velocity of
an oxygen ion to vo = 0.36. As soon as the oxygen particle gains significant velocity through the accelera-
tion by the electric field, it starts to experience the Lorentz force, although the dynamics is still dominated by
the electric field (see Figure 5). This deflects the particle primarily to the y-direction through vz ⋅ Bx . Thus, the
estimated velocity (vz = 0.36) is slightly higher than the vz velocity seen in the velocity distribution function
(section 4.1) since part of the vz gained by electric field acceleration is deflected into vx and vy . This prevents
the particle from escaping the potential well. The forces acting on the particles will be discussed in section 4.

The maintenance of the horizontal density layers close to the current sheet requires fresh oxygen parti-
cles from the inflow region. The transport of fresh oxygen particles from the inflow region depends on the
reconnection rate, and for this reason the magnitude of the density layers varies in time, dissipating as the
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Figure 4. Formation of oxygen wave: oxygen density and Hall electric field Ez at different times with multiple particle
trajectories overlain. See text for details.

reconnection process ceases. The oxygen particles do generally not undergo more than three to four bounces.
At this point the particles have gained a too large vx to participate in maintaining the striations.

Protons and electrons show similar density profiles due to their meandering motion (e.g., Fujimoto, 2006;
Speiser, 1965). However, the oxygen striations does not form as a consequence of magnetic interaction, but
instead, the oxygen is accelerated by the Hall electric field, and bouncing in the potential well.

The behavior of the oxygen population is similar to the dynamics of cold protons in the outflow inferred from
Cluster observations by Wygant et al. (2005). Also, in a simulation result by Divin et al. (2016), the authors
found cold ions were accelerated by the Hall electric field and performed bouncing motions in the electric
potential well, indicating a trapped population similar to what we observe.
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Figure 5. Forces acting on particle coming in from the southern lobe in Figure 3b. Velocities extracted from velocity
distribution at t = 108 shown in Figure 6b. The particle is traced backward (t < 108) and forward (t > 108) in time from
this location.

3.2. Oxygen Wave From Evolving Hall Ez

The quasi-steady description of how oxygen gets trapped in the potential well can only describe the horizontal
layers above and below the X-line. How the striations grows in time (Figure 2) requires a dynamic description,
as it depends on how the localized electric fields evolve as reconnection proceeds.

In Figure 4 we show the oxygen density and the Hall Ez electric field at different times. The apparent cross
structure represents interpenetration of two interactionless fronts. We focus on the the density front prop-
agating in the positive z-direction. We extracted velocity distribution functions along this density structure.
These locations are shown as white circles in Figure 4 at t = 120. The trajectories are traced backward from
this initial location to determine their origin, starting from velocities of large phase space density. At each time
step, the circle denote where the particles are at the time of the plot. The dashed red horizontal lines at z = 2.5
and z = −2.5di show where the oxygen population exists at the start of the simulation. At t = 72, the traced
particles are all sitting outside our initial oxygen boundary (2.5 < z < −2.5), and the Hall electric field has not
yet reached the population. At t = 80, Ez has evolved and expanded out to the oxygen boundary. Although
not yet reaching the particles we trace, it shows how the Hall electric evolves outward, eventually crossing
the oxygen boundary. At the next time step shown (t = 88), Ez has reached our leftmost particle and is now
accelerating the available oxygen in the positive z-direction. This becomes even clearer in the next time step
(t = 96). Now, Ez has expanded slightly farther and is now reaching the rest of the trajectories. At the leftmost
trajectory, the acceleration of the available oxygen has left behind a wake of almost zero oxygen density. Due
to the low-oxygen temperature the evacuation of the oxygen population from this region does not produce
an appreciable back pressure, so that the population outside the reach of Ez remains unaffected. At t = 104
the leftmost particle is traveling along with the wavefront and reaches its maximum velocity. For the remain-
ing particles, the wavefront is forming ahead of the Hall Ez , and a clear x-directed velocity gradient is visible.
At t = 112, the leftmost particle has been decelerated but not yet reflected. The remaining particles have
all been accelerated, and are now propagating as a wavefront, leaving a wake of nearly zero oxygen density
behind. At this time, the Hall electric field does not expand significantly but instead increases in magnitude.
However, the particles that occupied this region have already been accelerated. In the top panel, the leftmost
particle gets reflected. This is illustrated by the dashed line, which represents the trace of the particle forward
in time. Thus, this shows how the oxygen wave straightens and explains how the horizontal density striations
expands in the x-direction. At this time the rightmost particle reaches or has reached its maximum velocity.
These particles will also, at a later time, be reflected by the negative Hall electric field.
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Figure 6. Velocity distribution functions from two white circles in Figure 3. Panel (a) shows two classes of particles, where the smeared-out distribution
represents particles that have been or are about to be reflected. The colder distribution represents the particles coming in from the northern lobe and pass
straight through the density striation. In panel (b) the particle ensemble consists of four different velocities. Between the striations the particles have their
highest velocity. The particles that have gained the largest vx have been bounced once, and some of their vz velocity has been diverted into vx and vy .

To summarize, we have described that the formation of the horizontal striations occurs at the location where
the in-plane velocity is at a minimum, that is, at the location, where oxygen bounces in the electrostatic poten-
tial. On the other hand, the wavefront density peak travels with the velocity of the oxygen. The cross structure
represents the intersection of two wavefronts, which do not interact with each other significantly.

In section 5, we will show that the oxygen wave also forms when the oxygen has a finite temperature.

4. Particle Distribution and Forces

To understand the time history and the forces acting on the oxygen particles, we show the forces acting on a
representative particle as a function of time. Figure 5 shows forces acting on the particle coming in from the
southern lobe in Figure 3b. The particle velocity is extracted from the velocity distribution at time t = 108,
shown in Figure 6b (the distribution with the highest positive vz). The top panel shows the forces acting in the
x-direction. The particle experiences a fluctuating Ex , which is on average positive (for t > 103), accelerating
the particle in the positive x-direction. The initial vx acceleration (at t = 103) is given primarily by −vz ⋅ By ,
following the ballistic acceleration in the z-direction by the Hall electric field. The contribution from vy ⋅Bz and
Ex forces the particle in the x-direction, while −vz ⋅ By enhances or reduces vx based on the sign of vz and the
Hall magnetic field.

In the y-direction we see a steady increase of vy . This is due to acceleration by Ey in the diffusion region. The
electric field dominates the evolution with a contribution from vz ⋅ Bx , reducing or enhancing vy depending
on the location of the particle.

TENFJORD ET AL. 9377
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Figure 7. Oxygen density striations for three different initial temperatures:
(a) cold oxygen population, (b) 200 eV, and (c) 1 keV. This shows that density
striation can be expected to form for all realistic oxygen temperatures
(magnetotail) originating from ionospheric outflow.

For the z-direction the evolution is again dominated by the electric field.
As a result of the acceleration by Ey , the resulting magnetic force (−vy ⋅ Bx)
is in the same direction as the Hall Ez (yellow and blue lines in bottom
panel in Figure 5). During the first bounces the electric force clearly dom-
inates. At the end the magnetic force becomes comparable to the Hall
electric field, and here Speiser-like confinement becomes more important
(Speiser, 1965). It is the acceleration by Ey and the resulting −vy ⋅ Bx that
contribute to keeping the oxygen confined in the Hall potential well.

4.1. What Would In Situ Measurements Find?
In order to predict what in situ observation by MMS or Cluster would show,
we show the oxygen velocity distribution functions from the two locations
highlighted in Figure 3. Figure 6a shows the velocity distributions taken
at the upper density striation (Figures 3a and 3c). The velocity distribu-
tion shows two classes of particles. The colder population is cold oxygen
from the northern inflow region accelerated by Hall Ez in the negative
z-direction. This corresponds to the particle passing through the density
striation in Figure 3a. The second population has a much larger spread in
velocities, as it consists of a mix of particles not yet reflected (positive vz)
and particles that have been reflected (negative vz).

At the center of the current sheet (Figure 6b) we have four classes of par-
ticles. The particles have their maximum velocity at this location. The particles with the highest vz velocity
are coming straight in from the inflow regions, while the two populations with lower |vz| and higher vx have
bounced once, signifying that they have lost some of their z-momentum and gained x-momentum.

Signatures of counterstreaming oxygen have been reported in both simulations (Liu et al., 2015) and observed
using Cluster (Wygant et al., 2005). The authors also present distribution functions showing signatures of
trapped oxygen populations.

5. Simulations With Finite Initial Temperature

We have so far discussed how the cold oxygen population is captured by the reconnection process and
how striations form. While the O+ population in the magnetotail has been observed to be cold, zero ther-
mal velocity must be considered as an extreme. As discussed in the introduction, the expected temperature
of O+ ions in the magnetotail is between 100 and 300 eV (Seki et al., 1998; Wygant et al., 2005). To deter-
mine the effect of a finite temperature, two more simulations with 200-eV and 1-keV O+ were executed.
These scaled temperatures correspond to a 2% for 200-eV and 10% for 1-keV reduction of the proton tem-
perature compared to the baseline run to preserve pressure balance in the simulations. The 1-keV simulation
can be regarded as an upper extreme. Figure 7 shows the O+ density at t = 108 for the three simulations.
While the striations are most prominent for the cold run, they are clearly seen in the simulations with tem-
perature included. We therefore expect that these striations might be visible for all realistic magnetotail
O+ temperatures.

6. Discussion and Summary

We have investigated how a cold oxygen population is captured by the reconnection process. The oxygen
population with initially vanishing velocity or temperature does not get appreciably magnetized inside the
diffusion region. Instead, the oxygen was found to be accelerated in a ballistic way when the Hall electric field
either evolves into the background population or as preaccelerated oxygen reaches the Hall field. The preac-
celerated particles are responsible for the horizontal density striations above and below the diffusion region.
The evolution of these particles is dominated by electric forces, with a weaker contribution from the Lorentz
force, which reduces the in-plane velocity and therefore keeps the particles trapped in the potential well. We
also showed that as the Hall electric field evolves into the background oxygen population, it accelerates the
oxygen such that it resembles a wavefront. We called this the oxygen wave. Evidence of O+ acceleration in
reconnection has been reported in both simulations and observations (Liang et al., 2017; Lindstedt et al., 2010;
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Liu et al., 2015; Wygant et al., 2005). Our results provide a detailed prediction of oxygen structures, which
should be observable by magnetospheric missions.

It is possible that such structures have been seen before by Wu et al. (2016), who observed a thin structure
of enhanced O+ density embedded in magnetotail proton current sheet using the Cluster spacecraft. The
authors found this structure to have a scale size comparable to the local reconnection current sheet and to
be isolated from the larger scale size associated with O+.

In the simulation we have shown how an oxygen population initially at rest is captured by the reconnection
process and ejected in the outflow directions. Although the oxygen remains demagnetized in the timescale
of the simulation, and it does not participate directly in the reconnection dynamics, it still suggests that the
oxygen extracts energy from the process. The energy spent on the oxygen population is thus not accessible
for the H+ population, and a reduction of the reconnection rate will be unavoidable. Hesse and Birn (2004)
and Markidis et al. (2011) ran a similar simulations without observing significant decrease in the reconnection
rate; however, their simulation domain was much smaller. We therefore suggest that a significant decrease
in the reconnection rate will be observed if the simulation domain includes the extended regions, where the
majority of oxygen can, in fact, be accelerated. This cannot be resolved/confirmed in the present paper but
will be the topic of further investigation.

Key Findings
We have showed how oxygen density striations form as an oxygen population in the inflow region (lobes) is
captured by the reconnection process.

• When an oxygen population located in the lobes is captured by the reconnection process density striations
can form.

• The oxygen population is accelerated in a ballistic way when (1) a preaccelerated population reaches the
Hall electric field or (2) when the Hall electric field reaches the oxygen population.

• The preaccelerated oxygen population results in quasi-steady horizontal density striations, where a relatively
small contribution from the Lorentz force reduces the in-plane velocity, keeping the oxygen particles trapped
in the Hall potential well.

• The oxygen wave forms as a consequence of the localized Hall Ez field growing and expanding into regions
where the oxygen is at rest.

• As the reconnection rate gradually is reduced due to annihilation of magnetic flux, the inflow of fresh lobe
oxygen is reduced, and the horizontal bands weakens in magnitude.

• Simulations with finite temperature shows that the striations are more smeared out for higher initial
temperature but should be visible for all realistic magnetotail O+ temperatures.

• The oxygen dynamics is dominated by electric forces. As the oxygen is demagnetized on the relevant recon-
nection timescales it acts almost like test particles—albeit acting as an energy sink on the finite energy
reservoir—and therefore may indirectly affect the reconnection electric field.

• Distribution functions consist of dense phase space blobs with different spread depending on the history of
the particles. Particles with more complicated history lead to smeared-out distributions.
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